CIRCULAR NO. 600,

( ISSUED BY THE TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT )

Sub: Crew and Vehicle utilisation assessing the Running time.


Instructions have been issued vide Circular referred to at Sl. No. 1 about the classification of roads and adopting uniform running time.

In view of constant increase in cost of vehicles and also the staff cost, it is necessary that these assets are utilised to the maximum extent possible so as to achieve the economy in operation by increasing the vehicle and crew utilisation.

Running time is an important factor of vehicle and crew utilisation. After a detailed study of the different road surfaces and advancement in automobile technology the running time is revised for the different type of road surfaces and category of services operated, as follows.
With the rationalisation of the running time, it will be necessary to re-frame the time tables as also vehicle duty schedules. The Unit Heads and the Dy. Chief Traffic Managers of the Regions should immediately undertake this work and complete this by 30th June 92 positively.

Receipt of this Circular be acknowledged and compliance reported.

[Signature]

CHIEF TRAFFIC MANAGER (O).


Copy to the Dy.CTM of all regions, DTO's of all Divisions.

the Departmental Head’s in Central Offices/Regional Managers for information.

the Divisional Traffic Officers/Assistant Traffic Superintendents.
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